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25
recognising 25 years

I want to start by saying thank you to Herman for all his tireless
work for Kick It Out over the last 25 years. Football is much better
placed to strive towards greater equality and inclusion thanks to
his unrivalled contributions. I hope he enjoys his retirement, as he
has certainly earned it.
This season saw us mark 25 years of
campaigning for equality in football
with a series of events, including the
brilliant Kick It Out Live and our 25th
Anniversary Fundraising Dinner, which
was very kindly supported by Chelsea FC.
We were also lucky enough to have
our first ever dedicated England
international in September for the
match against Switzerland. That night
Sky Sports turned the screen black and
white for 25 seconds to recognise 25
years of work from Kick It Out to make
football a better sport for everyone.
Although it may seem like a small
gesture, it was important in helping
raise awareness of Kick It Out and the
work that is clearly still needed in the
pursuit of equality.
Elsewhere, our Raise Your Game series,
which we’re incredibly proud of,
continued to go from strength to strength
with more attendees than ever before.
This year we held four bespoke events:
our national conference, a women’s
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conference, an intermediary event and
a special Raise Your Game debate at the
BBC’s Broadcasting House. Thank you, once
again, to everyone who helped make it
another successful year on that front.
We also launched our Next 25 programme
alongside UCFB. This has involved
awarding 25 fully-funded degree
scholarships to people who have the
potential to be future leaders in sport.
We want to inspire them to go forward
with the values of Kick It Out so they
can make positive change in the industry.
I want to say thanks to everyone who has
supported our organisation this year, from
grassroots teams to professional clubs and
players, and anyone else in between. And
thank you to our funders, without whom
our work would not be possible.
But, above all, thank you to the Kick It
Out staff. They are a small but incredibly
dedicated team who give their time and
an enormous amount of effort day in, day
out for very little public recognition or
thanks. I appreciate everything you do.

It’s been a difficult year for our organisation,
with many challenges, but I believe we will
be in a stronger position moving forward.
Looking to the future, we have a new
chair – Sanjay Bhandari – and three new
independent trustees, as well as more
full-time staff than in previous years. All of
this means we are better equipped to work
together to address the challenges ahead.

Roisin Wood,
Chief Executive Officer
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At the end of the 2018/19 season,
after 25 years of distinguished
service, Lord Herman Ouseley
stepped down as chair of Kick
It Out, the organisation he
set up in 1993. Lord Ouseley’s
outstanding – and unrivalled –
commitment to campaigning for
equality in football will never
be forgotten.
As Chairman of the Commission for
Racial Equality, Lord Ouseley launched
the ‘Let’s Kick Racism Out of Football’
campaign in 1993 with the Professional
Footballers’ Association, the Football
Foundation and ex-professional players
Paul Elliott and John Fashanu.

The clubs have
responsibilities to
identify perpetrators of such
antisocial behaviour, to eject
them, to ban them from going
to clubs. They can make very
positive statements about who
they welcome at football and
who they don’t want – and
that’s what we’re looking for.”
– Lord Ouseley at the press conference
launching the campaign.

There is still a fight to
be fought against racism
and discrimination. We will continue to
inspire football’s leaders to embrace and
integrate the goals of equality, inclusion,
and cohesion in all their work.”

It has been a long,
torturous process
of gradual progression but the
football industry is now on a
faster track, and the benefits
for the game and wider society
cannot be stressed enough.”

Four years later the ‘Let’s Kick Racism
Out of Football’ campaign changed its
name to Kick It Out in 1997 to reflect its
wide-ranging work tackling all forms of
discrimination in football.

Kick It Out is
well positioned
with excellent staff to
keep the momentum
of activity afloat in
helping football to
be a powerhouse for
equality, inclusion
and diversity.”
6
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Kick It Out’s activities throughout the 2018/19
season were dedicated to the organisation’s 25
years of campaigning for equality in football
since its launch in 1993

25

th

Anniversary
Season
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Anniversary Launch
The organisation launched its
commemorative anniversary logo
in May 2018 with an event at Wembley
Stadium, announcing a series of events
and activities to be held throughout
the year to mark a quarter century
in the game.

Kick It Out’s birthday
The official date of the formation of
Kick It Out was August 12 1993, and
25 years later, Kick It Out’s Twitter
feed published a 25-tweet thread
highlighting major milestones in the
organisation’s history – thanking the
pioneers who contributed to the fight
against discrimination so far.

Kick It Out live
The first major event of the 2018/19
season took place at Plexal in Stratford,
east London.
Kick It Out Live was an exhibition of the
organisation’s work throughout the years
and a chance to bring all levels of football
together under one roof for an evening
of honest conversation about equality in
the game. The event consisted of open
meetings, a live podcast recording and
a panel of new media experts, including
Copa90’s Eli Mengem, AFTV’s Robbie
Lyle, and Martha Kelner of Sky News,
who discussed how user-generated
sports media can impact representation.
The evening was rounded off with a
speech from Paul Elliott, Chair of The FA’s
Inclusion Advisory Board.
In the weeks leading up to the event
Kick It Out invited football fans to send in
memorabilia to help us display the breadth
of the national game. Over 150 items from
an incredibly wide range of clubs were
submitted and the final Wall of Football
was a testament to the power of the game
in bringing diverse communities together.
KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Fundraising Dinner
The most high-profile event of
the anniversary season came
at Chelsea Football Club’s
Stamford Bridge in February, as
Kick It Out brought together 500
people from across football for
a fundraising dinner.
The evening kicked off with a
drinks reception, attended by
Chelsea’s Eden Hazard, Ruben
Loftus-Cheek, Cesar Azpilicueta
and Ethan Ampadu, with guests
including representatives from
clubs, the football authorities,
partner organisations, grassroots
communities – and a host of longterm Kick It Out supporters.

England’s
dedicated Kick It Out
international
The anniversary was recognised
again in early September 2018
as The FA dedicated an England
international to Kick It Out for the
first time in its history. The ‘Kick
It Out International’ saw England
face Switzerland at Leicester’s King
Power Stadium, with both teams
representing the organisation by
wearing the logo on their warm
up and training kit.
To mark the special occasion, Sky
Sports broadcast the first 25 seconds
of the game in black and white, one
for each year that Kick It Out had been
fighting to make the game a more
inclusive place for everyone.
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A fantastic evening featured
speeches from Kick It Out CEO
Roisin Wood and Baroness
Valerie Amos, interviews with
Chris Hughton, Hope Powell
and more, as well as brilliant
performances from LGBT+ refugee
choir Rainbows Across Borders,
disabled dancer Laura Dajao and
R&B legend Beverley Knight.
A memorable night was wrapped
up with an after party at Under
The Bridge, a nightclub situated
underneath the stadium, with a
standout performance from upand-coming reggae outfit
The Hempolics.

Gareth Southgate spoke about the
importance of Kick It Out during his
pre-game press conference:

Football is a mirror
of society; our country
has made huge strides [in tackling
discrimination] and Kick It Out,
in football, have played a major
part, in particular
with education in
schools and with
young people –
so it’s great we’re
able to dedicate
this game to
that cause.”
KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Dedicated Weeks of Action
The spring of 2019 saw a return to Kick It Out’s
original weeks of action campaigning model.
In recent years, professional clubs have dedicated matches
in support of Kick It Out’s messages of tackling racism and
discrimination throughout the season, but to mark the 25th
anniversary, both the Premier League and English Football League
encouraged their respective clubs to host a dedicated period of
action between 30 March and 8 April. Each club supported Kick
It Out’s message of equality, wearing t-shirts, hosting activities
events focused around inclusion and promoting the need to
report discrimination – as football united to send a clear
message that the game is for everyone.

Things to
look out for
in 2019/20
The 25th Anniversary season also
saw Kick It Out commission a play,
written by esteemed playwright
Dougie Blaxland and touring the
country in October and November
2019, which tells the story of the
life and legacy of black football
pioneer Laurie Cunningham.
Kick It Out will also be producing
a book exploring the history of
discrimination in English football –
to be released before the end of
the 19/20 season.
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Professional Game
During a season which saw media headlines dominated by high
profile incidents of discrimination, including abuse directed
at players such as Raheem Sterling, Renée Hector and James
McClean to name just a few, it’s important to recognise the
positive work being undertaken by professional clubs on a
daily basis.

Working with
Professional Clubs
Kick It Out continues to be fully
committed to supporting professional
clubs in their drive to both improve
their equality on a non-matchday and
take retrospective action to identify,
sanction and educate offenders.
Working in close partnership with
professional clubs, throughout all tiers
of the English Football League, Kick It
Out’s Professional Clubs Equality Officers
assist both Premier League clubs and
EFL clubs develop equality action plans,
analyse equality monitoring data of staff,
supporters and participants and to set
strategic equality objectives.

14
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Expanding the Team
February saw the introduction of a third
Equality Officer to assist professional
clubs based in the Midlands area, ensuring
enhanced access to a dedicated support
team. Regular support is also provided
to clubs undertaking assessment of the
Premier League’s Equality Standard and
the EFL’s Code of Practice, both of which
are being reviewed with Kick It Out
contributing to its consultation process.

Dedicated Fixtures
The 2018/19 season saw professional football clubs
acknowledge Kick It Out’s 25th anniversary over
dedicated weekends of activities in March and April,
supported by both the Premier League and EFL, and
provided an opportunity for clubs to highlight their
fantastic commitment to equality and inclusion within
their local area.

The
organisation
attended

191
support
meetings,
assessments
and panels
involving
Premier
League and
EFL clubs
throughout
the season

In the women’s game, a number of FA Women’s Super
League teams dedicated fixtures in honour of our work,
as Kick It Out continued to increase its reach across the
women’s game, ensuring that as it grows, it becomes
more and more inclusive for everyone.

Support from the
Football authorities
The FA hosted its inaugural Kick It Out International
fixture when England took on Switzerland at the
King Power Stadium in September with the game
being played live on Sky Sports, who screened the
first 25 seconds of the game in black and white to
mark the organisation’s anniversary.
The FA and EFL also referenced Kick It Out’s
anniversary in activities at the FA Cup semi-finals
and the Checkatrade Trophy final respectively.

KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Equality
Inspires
What is Equality
Inspires?
Equality Inspires is Kick It Out’s wellestablished education programme
providing workshops around equality,
diversity and inclusion, as well as
life skills, within the Premier League
Academy Programme.
Sessions are delivered by Kick It Out to
academy players from under-9s through
to under-23s, as well as club staff and
parents and guardians.

How does it work?
The content of each session is tailored
to the participants, but they are all
interactive and provide a safe space
where people can talk openly and
honestly about subjects that can often
be difficult to discuss.

99

Equality Inspires
workshops
delivered by Kick
It Out during the
2018/19 season

364

workshops
delivered since the
programme began

1500
22

Approximately the number of
academy players who have received
Equality Inspires training
clubs who received
training in 2018/19

Kick It Out began delivering Equality
Inspires during the 2014/15 season and
it has since grown significantly.
Each season, Kick It Out is set a target
of delivering 60 educational workshops.
Every year, the organsiation has beaten
that target, underlining the demand –
and need – to educate players, staff
and parents and guardians on
equality and diversity.
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Education:
Delivery

33

equality workshops delivered

Kick It Out’s Education Officer, Osei Sankofa, has been busy
delivering equality workshops in a variety of settings; including
football clubs, universities, colleges and schools.
The workshops include awareness and information about what
equality and diversity means both in society, football and legal
contexts, offering examples of discrimination and practical ways
to respond to them, as well as discussing appropriate terminology
and the reasons why some language is no longer acceptable.

39

Online Equality and Diversity
Awards presented
39 students from across football – including referees,
administration, equality officers, students, coaches – successfully
completed the online Equality and Diversity in Football Award
course, which we run in partnership with Solent University.
This unique six-unit course is aimed at professionally developing
and educating the future leaders of football around equality issues,
as well as increasing awareness of Kick It Out’s core values.

ASPIRE
Kick It Out recruited eight new members for
ASPIRE, the organisation’s youth advisory
board for 16-21 year olds, who will begin
their work in the 2019/20 season.
ASPIRE helps Kick It Out better understand
the issues affecting young people in the areas
of equality and diversity – and how best to
address them. ASPIRE members will play an
active role in influencing Kick It Out’s work
as an ambassador for football’s leading
equality and inclusion charity.

18
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Education: The
Next Generation

The programme is also supported by the
Premier League, who provided the Game
Changers with bespoke training sessions
at their London offices, focusing on core
learning themes of media, law, governance,
commercial, business, project planning,
empowerment, leadership, football
governance and project planning alongside
enhancing their knowledge of equality
and inclusion.

The Next 25 scholarship, delivered in partnership with UCFB, provided
25 students with a fully funded undergraduate or postgraduate degree
in various football-related fields of study – helping to create the next
generation of leaders in football.
The initiative identified 25 future leaders of tomorrow from a diverse
range of backgrounds and walks of life – but every single person with
a shared passion for promoting equality in football.

Game changers
The Game Changers initiative is a
mentoring programme, run by Kick It
Out and funded by the UEFA Foundation,
which provides professional development
opportunities for 12 people aged between
18-24, with the aim of identifying and
creating the future leaders of football.

The Next 25

12 new Game Changers have been
recruited for the 2019/20 season.
Once again, the programme will support
them on their journey to become the
next generation of football leaders, helping
to bring positive change to the sport
with regards to equality, inclusion and
cohesion, and in turn, addressing the under
representation of minority groups across
the industry.

Kick It Out and UCFB are dedicated to
educating the leaders of tomorrow in the
importance of diversity and a level playing field at all
levels and in all sectors of the game. This
unique scholarship, which covers 100% of
tuition fees, is the perfect way to promote
inclusion and help spread the word on
diversity in football.”
Roisin Wood, Kick It Out’s
Chief Executive Officer

2018/19 Game
Changers
Francis Osinloye
Ceylon Hickman
Natasha Buckland
Sophie Cowell
Karan Rai
James Coulbeck
Sonali Gupta
Oli Moore
Louie Silvani
Tosin Gbaja
Roya MehdizadehValoujerdy
Ammarah Pandor
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Grassroots
Words from Tajean Hutton,
Grassroots Manager

Everything we do
in the grassroots
department has to contribute
to the bigger picture of
benefiting all participants in
the grassroots sector from the
player to the facilitator. We’re
targeting areas such as funding,
educating the decision-makers
and reporting as priorities to
contribute to that bigger picture.
“We’re indebted to communities
around the country when it
comes to equality and inclusion
and even though we’ve got the
ball rolling, we haven’t even
touched the surface and we
look forward to serving
the grassroots game in
the upcoming season
and beyond.”

22
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County Football
Associations
A key part of the work delivered
by Kick It Out’s Grassroots Team,
which includes Tajean and Northern
Officer Arran Williams, focuses on
supporting and advising County
FAs across the country.
Tajean and Arran visited a total of
28 County FAs to support their work
in areas such as Inclusion Advisory
Groups, inclusive events and initiatives,
incidents of discrimination and KPIs.
In addition to those visits, the
grassroots team delivered a Foundation
Level Equality and Inclusion workshop
to the following County FAs:
•
•
•
•

Cheshire FA
Norfolk FA
Hampshire FA
Middlesex FA

Grassroots
Activity Fund
Kick It Out’s Grassroots Activity
Fund aims to encourage and support
grassroots events or initiatives
throughout the country which celebrate
equality and diversity in football.
The fund has been established to facilitate
small-to-medium sized events, which give
grassroots clubs and organisations across
the amateur game an opportunity to
highlight the importance of creating a fullyinclusive environment for all. Applicants
can receive up to £1,000 in funding.

Areas Kick It Out
have funded:

London
Cheshire
Bolton
Leeds
Manchester
Nottingham

Total Spent:

Total Projects:

£16,882.53
Areas Covered:

13

Grassroots Equality
Chartered Clubs
This season, Kick It Out launched
the Equality Chartered Club scheme,
which encourages clubs to take
more responsibility in promoting
the equality and inclusion agenda.
Signing up to the scheme requires
the club to adhere to the terms and
conditions in Kick It Out’s Equality
Charter – all for the benefit of their
diverse local community.

Leicester
Bradford
Southampton
Birmingham
Sussex
Derby
Slough

25
Over

400

participants
engaged through
the fund.

Since the launch, over

20

clubs have signed up as
the organisation’s reach
and impact at grassroots
continues to grow.
KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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National Raise Your Game Conference
Raise Your Game is Kick It
Out’s unique mentoring and
leadership programme, currently
supported by the Premier League,
which hosts events offering
opportunities for people who
aspire to work within the
football industry.
Attendees at Raise Your Game events
receive one-to-one mentoring and
guidance from experts across the football
industry – including Coaching, Media and
Communications, Player Engagement,

Physiotherapy, Refereeing and Sports
Science – as well taking part in bespoke
careers workshops and panel discussions
involving leading figures within the game.

The flagship event of the Raise Your
Game series – Kick It Out’s annual
national conference – saw 350 delegates
and 100 mentors welcomed to the
Emirates Stadium in April 2019.
This year’s event was hosted by presenter
and journalist, Jules Breach and sports
broadcaster, Anne-Marie Batson, and the
Premier League’s Executive Director, Bill
Bush kicked off the event with a speech
in support of Kick It Out’s work.
Mentees enjoyed a number of bespoke
panel discussions, with speakers including
Raise Your Game graduates Lipa Nessa

and Fadumo Olow, sports journalists Ryan
Conway and Darren Lewis, England youth
coach Justin Cochrane and referee Joel
Mannix – and many more.
The conference was treated to a very
special keynote speaker, with Doncaster
Rovers manager Darren Moore offering
inspiring words to the mentees as they
seek to forge a career path in football.
The careers workshop was led by founder
of Careers in Football, Toby French, with
freelance TV and radio presenter, Hugh
Woozencroft and BBC Sport’s Louise Sutton
taking charge of the media workshop,
and FA County Coach Developer, Anthony
Ferguson leading the coaching workshop.

Sometimes you don’t
have to reinvent the
wheel, the message from people
working in the industry Is really
powerful and positive. What we
try and do is give young people
the opportunity to connect with
mentors. We want them to create
their journey, utilise
the power that’s in
the room and be the
leaders of the
future”
Troy Townsend,
Head of
Development
at Kick It Out
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Women’s Raise Your Game Conference
For the second consecutive year,
Women’s Raise Your Game returned
to Wembley Stadium, in association
with UCFB. Hosted in the same week
as International Women’s Day, the
event also recognised and
commemorated the achievements
of women across the industry.
As with the national conference at
the Emirates, the Women’s Raise Your
Game offered panel discussions, careers
workshops and specialist speakers to over
100 mentees from diverse backgrounds
hoping to break into football.
Hosted by freelance sports journalist,
Natasha Henry, mentees heard from a
number of industry professionals including
Newcastle United Club Photographer,
Serena Taylor, West Ham United Family
Liaison Officer, Shanna Ellis, Tottenham

Ladies Head Coach, Karen Hills, PR Sport
Director at Racepoint Global, Vicky
Ndukwe, and Co-Chair of Proud Lilywhites,
Chris Paouros.
The careers workshop was delivered by
Mel Adams from the BBC Talent Team
and the Lead for Diversity at BBC Sport,
Shelley Alexander, with the football media
workshop led by BBC Sport journalists
Amber Thiara and Shajan Miah, whilst
Newcastle United Head of Inclusion, Lucy
Oliver, hosted the coaching workshop.

Raise Your Game Debate
Challenging Racism
The second Raise Your Game debate
hosted at the BBC Broadcast House
focused on ‘challenging racism in football’.
The event brought people from across
the football industry under one roof –
including current and former professional
players, referees, fan groups, football
authorities and administrators, grassroots
groups and various representatives from
the media – to discuss what football can
do to kick racism out the game.
Former West Ham United striker Carlton
Cole, the PFA’s Head of Equalities, Simone
Pound, founder and presenter of AFTV
Media, Robbie Lyle, Fans For Diversity
Campaigns Manager, Anwar Uddin, Leyton
Orient captain Jobi McAnuff, were all on
hand to offer their views.
Pre-recorded interviews with Charlton
Athletic’s Lyle Taylor and referee Joel
Mannix were also shared, as both
reflected on their experience of being
racially abused.

26
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Raise Your Game
Intermediary
This season, Kick It Out hosted its
first-ever intermediary event in
association with Unique Sport
Management (USM), one of football’s
premier agencies that represent a
number of high profile players across
the United Kingdom.
The event offered mentees who hope to
pursue a career in player services a vital
opportunity to further their understanding
of the various steps needed to take in order
to break into the industry, as well as what
might be required of them to become an
established agent or agency.
Ex-Arsenal and Leicester City legend,
Alan Smith, as well as West Ham forward
Michail Antonio were in attendance to offer
mentees a unique insight into their careers
from all aspects, and to the delight of those
present – Michail supplied everyone with a
signed West Ham shirt.

KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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581
32%

In the overall figures, which include
social media incidents, discrimination
reports increased to
Discrimination in professional
and grassroots football rose by

65%
65%

Faith-based discrimination, which includes
Islamophobia and antisemitism, rose higher than any
other across this period, with reports increasing by

The
organisation
received

28
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a 12% rise from the
season before (520).

rising from 319 in 2017/18
to 422 in 2018/19.

Racism remains the most common form
of discrimination in both professional
and grassroots football, constituting

Discrimination related to sexual
orientation increased by

In addition to supporting victims of
discrimination, Kick It Out’s Reporting
Officers, Louis Bamgboye and George
Chambers have undertaken a number
of meetings and presentations to
promote better reporting practices
across football, including:

12%
12%

of reports – a 43%
rise from 2017/18.

75%

from
36 to 63.

from
61 to 68.

discrimination reports from social media
in 2018/19. Again, the most common form
of reported incidents was racism (62%).

Attending a Home Office
roundtable meeting to contribute
to their Online Harms White Paper.

Attending an Inclusion Advisory Group meeting set up by the
Metropolitan Police and various London-based fan groups, as well
as the Football Safety Officers Association annual conference.
leading on numerous
meetings with County FAs to
strengthen relationships,
improve support mechanisms
and share best practice in
tackling discrimination through
reporting and investigations.

Weekly meetings with The FA and UK
Football Policing Unit to discuss
both professional and grassroots
cases, the progress of these
cases and ensuring investigations
are as thorough as required.

Meetings with professional clubs on best practices for
reporting and investigating discrimination, offering support
throughout the process. This includes attending matchdays,
observing their operations live and offering support and
advice for the investigatory and reporting process.
Meetings with social media platforms, including
Facebook and Twitter, to discuss the ongoing
issue of online discrimination and what
Kick It Out believes must happen to
tackle the problem moving forward.
KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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The Fans for Diversity campaign is a joint
initiative run by Kick It Out and the Football
Supporters’ Association (FSA), launched in
2014, promoting and celebrating diversity
among football fans at all levels of
the game.
The campaign, which is led by Anwar Uddin,
Fans For Diversity Campaigns Manager, and
Maria Horner, Fans For Diversity Campaigns
Officer, allows supporters to apply for
grants of up to £1,000 from the Fans
For Diversity Fund.

The campaign has gone from strengthto-strength, and is now bigger than
ever – meaning football’s supporter base
continues to become more inclusive and
diverse with each passing year.

Fans For Diversity aims to target a
number of fan initiatives and events to
promote diversity and inclusion across
the professional and non-league game.

Football fans are the game’s most potent weapon
in the fight against discrimination, and the Fans
For Diversity campaign is turning ever greater numbers of
supporters into ambassadors for diversity, committed to
making football more inclusive and welcoming for all.”
Kevin Miles, Chief Executive of the FSA and Roisin Wood, CEO of Kick It Out
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In Numbers

20
43
28
15
20

volunteers making up the Fans
for Diversity guidance group

LGBT+ supporters’ groups
around the country

fan-led events

new supporter groups

education sessions delivered

The Fans For Diversity campaign
supported groups and initiatives across
the country in the 2018/19 season.
For example, in August 2018, the campaign
launched the first ever Fans for Diversity
guidance group, with football fans from a
variety of backgrounds across the country,
providing support, input into the Fans For
Diversity’s work and suggesting new areas
of focus.
The winner of this year’s Fans for
Diversity award was Proud Lilywhites for
their outstanding work on LGBT+ issues.
During the 2018/19 season the group
played a key role in supporting Tottenham
Hotspur in their efforts to embed greater
LGBT+ inclusion, including helping the
club’s foundation to appoint a dedicated
LGBT+ coordinator.
Elsewhere, there was recognition for the
newly-formed Villans Together fans group,
who were presented with a ‘Part of the
Pride’ award from Aston Villa for their
work in promoting diversity and inclusion.
The Fans for Diversity campaign helped
the group set up a new website, establish
themselves on social media and create
banners to display at matches.
KICK IT OUT ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Social Media Followers

Vs

2017/18

In November 2018, Kick It Out launched a
new website to make it easier for people
to find out more about the organisation’s
work, report discrimination online and
make a donation.

2018/19

Twitter followers
68,011

77, 265

Page views:

Facebook followers
10,804

11,355

Instagram followers
4,639

8,562

Individual users:

Total followers
83,454

97,182

1st
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376,741
163,587
84%

of website visitors
were new visitors
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Income Analysis 2018/19
Core funding

£629,883

(55%)

Restricted funding

£419,717

(37%)

Trading & other income

£97,373

(8%)

Total Income
Income relating to voluntary income

£783,334

(68%)

Income from charitable activities

£363,639

(32%)

£1,146,973

(100%)
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Expenditure Analysis 2018/19
Professional football

£269,186

(23%)

Grassroots football

£202,502

(17%)

Raise Your Game

£117,064

(10%)

Season of Action

£71,701

(6%)

EFL Life Skills

£46,310

(4%)

PL Equality Inspires

£85,000

(7%)

Fans programme

£65,470

(6%)

Education programme

£104,663

(9%)

Confidential reporting

£169,957

(15%)

Academy Awareness Weekend

£25,000

(2%)

Trading cost

£12,874

(1%)

Total Expenditure

£1,169,727

(100%)
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Kick It Out is a registered
charity (number 1104056).
The organisation undertakes
a wide range of work
throughout the football,
educational and community
sectors as it looks to tackle
all forms of discrimination.
If you would like to make
a financial contribution to
help support Kick It Out with
this activity, please do so by
going to www.kickitout.org

Kick It Out
20 Market Road
London
N7 9PW
Telephone 020 3967 8989
Email info@kickitout.org
Visit www.kickitout.org
facebook.com/kickitoutofficial
@kickitout
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